Longwood Cricket Club, originally located on Longwood Estate on the outskirts of Boston, held its first tennis tournament in 1882. In 1922, the club moved to its current location in Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts. Longwood Cricket Club (LCC) has been a Baseline customer since 2010.

LCC has 25 natural grass courts and 19 clay courts spread out over 10 acres. Water management is a critical aspect of maintaining the grass courts. Watering can only be done at night — the courts can’t be played on when they are wet because it’s dangerous. The soil moisture has to be precise to keep the grass healthy and to manage the ball-bounce on the courts.

Many of the practices used to maintain the turf have been handed down from the original groundskeeper in 1880, but today, the head groundskeeper keeps up with the latest research and relies on Baseline technology.